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What defines Latvians?
In my opinion, Latvians are a nation defined by the sense of community, which is revealed throughout
what we do, especially in different festivals and remembrance days. Many of them are associated with the
recovery of freedom, so I would describe Latvians as strong, persistent and very family. Although people from
the
sidelines sometimes say that Latvians are cold and egotistical people, in some ways introverted and unsocial, I
see it as a stereotype. To judge a nation , it needs to be known. And people need to know not only Latvians
as people, but also our history, because it explains both - Latvian attitudes to things and our mentality.
We are defined by the nature of Latvia the green grass and the blue sky, the beautiful forests of Latvia, as well as cities. There are so many Latvian
papered articles and signs, monuments of different kinds- honouring soldiers and important people of Latvia writers, poets, presidents.
We are also defined by national dishes: coarse bread, grey peas with bacon , bread soup, «sklandrauši».
In terms of family, in my opinion, for Latvians, family is very important. We are characterised by multichild families. We have great value for our forefathers grandparents. The time spent with them is sanctimonious.
In addition, I think we are described by the Latvian army. The army is (in its way) the symbol of Latvia.
They are people who create a sense of security.
To sum it all up, I think that although Latvia is small, we, as Latvians, are a very simple nation with our
own traditions and unique culture.

